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The Tragic Death Of The English Scientist Known As The World's First Human
Cyborg
Jean Mendoza - The Grunge
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On June 15, 2022, Dr. Peter Scott-Morgan's family issued a statement on his Twitter
account that announced his death at 64 years old. Scott-Morgan was an
American-British scientist known as the world's first full cyborg.
In 2017, Scott-Morgan was diagnosed with motor neuron disease (MND), also called
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). MND is a rare condition that affects the nerves
and brain.
Some of its symptoms include weak legs, slurred speech, muscle cramps, and a weak
grip (via National Health Service UK). Currently, there is no known cure for the
disease, but patients with MND can undergo treatments to alleviate its symptoms.
Dr. Scott-Morgan was given two years to live when he was diagnosed in 2017.
Despite his progressing illness, he remained optimistic about life and found ways to
cope with his condition. He always believed that technology will be able to save him.
"All my early science education came from 'Dr. Who' and 'Star Trek.' They taught me
that if you're smart enough, brave enough, and have access to technology, anything's
possible,” he stated, according to Input Magazine.
Scott-Morgan decided that he was going to do whatever he can to live longer, and he
did that by undergoing a series of surgeries to transform himself into a cybernetic
organism, part human and part machine.
"I am a prime candidate for the fast track to death, but I will pass on the offer. I am
frankly far too busy having fun,” he said.
Dr. Scott-Morgan's Transformation

YouTube Peter Scott-Morgan avatar
Dr. Peter Scott-Morgan had the idea to remove the functions of his organs before they
started failing due to MND. As reported by the National Health Service UK, an MND
patient's symptoms increasingly worsen over time.
Moving, swallowing, and even breathing eventually get harder as time passes.
Patients undergo a combination of treatments including physiotherapy and
occupational and speech therapy, as well as a well-balanced diet.
Scott-Morgan developed an avatar of his face before his muscles failed to function.
The idea was for the robotic face to correspond with the movements of the body with
the use of artificial intelligence.
He then went under the knife for a triple-ostomy in 2018, per Input Magazine. He
worked with physicians, designers, and technology experts to be able to function.
His goal is to rely on artificial intelligence to give solutions to people who have to live
with extreme forms of disabilities. Initially, doctors were hesitant to work with
Scott-Morgan about his plans, as there were risks involved that could progress the
disease or even leave him dead.
However, the optimistic scientist was adamant, and he eventually found people to
support him.
Next, he had his voice box removed to prevent him from aspirating on his own saliva.
He developed a way to communicate using a voice synthesizer, and it turned out
sounding almost like his real voice and not too robotic (via Times Now News).
In 2019, Scott-Morgan bid farewell to his former self and completed his
transformation into a full cyborg that he called Peter 2.0.
The First Human Cyborg's Death

YouTube Peter Scott-Morgan using computer
In 2020, a documentary titled "Peter: The Human Cyborg” was released. It focuses
on the scientist's journey of transitioning into a cyborg. Footage of his life was filmed
for two years, from the planning stages with a team of experts up to the surgeries that
he underwent (via IMDB).
Near the end of his life, Peter Scott-Morgan's MND had significantly progressed, but
thanks to his innovations, he was able to stand up, use a computer using eye-tracking,
and communicate with others. After the success of his transformation, he said that he
wasn't merely surviving with his disease; he was thriving.
Before his death, the scientist's muscles have atrophied and he had to use a catheter
and colostomy bag. He was confined to a high-tech wheelchair that allowed him to lie
down and stand up, per The Daily Mail.
In the announcement of his death, it stated that Scott-Morgan died surrounded by his
family and closest friends. Those who worked with him were saddened by the news,
but his legacy continues. The Scott-Morgan Foundation is an organization that makes
use of AI technology to improve the lives of those who are extremely disabled.
Scott-Morgan once said that he was lucky to be a cyborg prototype and show the
world the immense possibilities in revolutionizing humanity, as reported by the New
York Post. Through his persistence and positivity, he was able to prolong his life and
give hope to those who are extremely disabled.
Ground zero for the Black Death finally found after 600 years
Metro Science Reporter - Metro
The origins of the deadly Black Death have been discovered more than 600 years
after it entered the human population, scientists have said.

Metro The Dance of Death, created in 1493 by Michael Wolgemut, inspired by the
Black Death. (Credits: Wikipedia)
The medieval, bubonic plague was first recorded in the 14th century and was the start
of a near 500-year-long wave of killer diseases termed the Second Plague Pandemic.
The Black Death killed millions and was considered one of the largest infectious
disease catastrophes in human history. Despite years of research, the geographic and
chronological origin of the disease remained a mystery.
But researchers said they believe the Black Death first originated in North Kyrgyzstan
in the late 1330s.
The team, from Scotland’s University of Stirling and Germany’s Max Planck Institute
and University of Tubingen, analysed ancient DNA (aDNA) taken from the teeth of
skeletons discovered in cemeteries near Lake Issyk Kul in the Tian Shan region of
Kyrgyzstan.

Metro A view of the Tian Shan mountains in Kyrgyzstan, the region in Central Asia
where researchers studying ancient plague genomes have traced the origins of the
14th century Black Death. (Credits: Reuters)
They were drawn to these sites after identifying a huge spike in the number of burials
there in 1338 and 1339, according to University of Stirling historian Dr Philip Slavin,
who helped make the discovery.
The team found the cemeteries, at Kara-Djigach and Burana, had already been
excavated in the late 1880s, with about 30 skeletons taken from the graves, but were
able to trace them and analyse DNA taken from the teeth of seven individuals.
The sequencing, which determines the DNA structure, showed three individuals
carried Yersinia pestis, a bacterium which is linked to the beginning of the Black
Death outbreak before it arrived in Europe.
‘Our study puts to rest one of the biggest and most fascinating questions in history
and determines when and where the single most notorious and infamous killer of
humans began,’ Dr Slavin said.
Part of his work involved studying the historic diaries of the original excavations in
order to match the individual skeletons to their headstones, carefully translating the
inscriptions, which were written in the Syriac language.

Metro The headstone of ‘Sanmaq’, a plague victim. (Credits: Getty)
Dr Maria Spyrou, of the University of Tubingen, and the first author of the study, said:
‘Despite the risk of environmental contamination and no guarantee that the bacteria
would have been able to be preserved, we were able to sequence aDNA taken from
seven individuals unearthed from two of these cemeteries.
‘Most excitingly, we found aDNA of the plague bacterium in three individuals.’
Professor Johannes Krause of the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary
Anthropology in Leipzig, added: ‘Just like Covid, the Black Death was an emerging
disease, and the start of a huge pandemic that went on for some 500 years.
‘It’s very important to understand actually in what circumstances did it emerge.’
The origins of the Black Death have been debated by historians for centuries, and
postulated by medieval chroniclers ever since its appearance in Europe, the Middle
East and North Africa 675 years ago.
The research study, The source of the Black Death in 14th-century central Eurasia,
has been published in the journal Nature.

Archaeologists Explore Military Facility Located Beneath Alcatraz
Scott Croker - Past Factory

Alcatraz is one of the most storied prisons in American history. Built in the middle of
the San Francisco Bay, the now-defunct institution is home to prison tours during the
day and ghost hunting tours during the night. And now, thanks to a group of
archaeologists from Binghamton University, another mystery has been revealed.
Using laser technology, the team was able to explore the ground beneath the prison's
exercise yard, and what they found might just change the way we look at Alcatraz
forever.
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Alcatraz Translates To "Island of the Pelicans"
Before revealing what the team from Binghamton University found, let's travel back
to 1775 when Alcatraz Island was first given the name we know it by today. Spaniard
Juan Manuel de Ayala, who claimed to "discover" the island, called it "La Isla de los
Alcatraces.” This translates to "Island of the Pelicans.”
The island is 22 acres with two high points, one 135 feet above sea level and the other
138 feet. It is between these high points that Alcatraz Penitentiary can be seen from
shore.
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The First Owner
Before becoming a world-famous penitentiary, Alcatraz Island was owned by Julian
Workman. He was a ranch owner in 1846 when Alta California governor Pio Pico
gave him the island. As part of their arrangement, Workman agreed to build a
lighthouse.
Workman was never able to follow through on his promise. It's not that he couldn't,
it's that he was never given a chance. Less than one year into his ownership,
California's military governor John C. Fremont bought Alcatraz for $5,000.
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Handed Over To The Military
In 1850, two years after California was sold to the United States, President Millard
Fillmore ordered that Alcatraz Island be handed over to the military. This act turned
the island into a military base, where it could be used as a defense to protect the bay.
The rightful owner of the land, John C. Fremont, expected the United States to pay
him a hefty fee for the island. His investment was about to pay huge dividends. Or was
it?
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A Failed Fight
Unfortunately for Fremont, the United States took the land from him, arguing that the
deal he made to buy it was invalid. Fremont lost the island, and he was given no
money in exchange.
To try and get compensated for his loss, Fremont began a long legal battle. Along
with his fellow ranchers, he fought the ruling in a case that ran through the system
until the 1890s. When a final decision was made, it was declared that Fremont had no
right to the land.
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A Three-Year Wait
With Alcatraz Island firmly in the grasp of the United States, it took another three
years for anything to happen. In 1853, construction finally began on a new fort under
the watch of Zealous B. Tower.
Although it took a few years for construction to begin, once it did, the building
process needed to be fast. In 1848 the Gold Rush began, and people were flocking to
San Francisco in the thousands! In just a few years, the population boomed from 300
to 30,000.
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Defending The Bay

With so many people coming in so fast, building a defensive stronghold was a major
priority. Not only did the military plan to fortify Alcatraz, but they also intended to
build a stronghold on Fort Point, a nearby island.
The Alcatraz project was finished first, which was a good thing. It wound up being
given the strongest fortifications. At the time, no one knew it would eventually become
one of the world's most notorious prisons.
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The Perfect Location
As if blessed from above, the San Francisco Bay gave away the perfect island to build
a defensive stronghold on. Engineers couldn't believe their incredible luck. In 1852,
the Pacific Coast Board of Engineers reported:
"Nature seems to have provided a redoubt for this [military] purpose in the shape of
Alcatraz Island. Situated abreast the entrance directly in the middle of the inner
harbor, it covers with its fire the whole of the interior space lying between Angel
Island to the north, San Francisco to the south and the outer batteries to the west."
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Using What Nature Provided
Tasked with building Fort Alcatraz as quickly as possible, Zealous B. Tower used
what nature gave him. With his men, the crew took rocks from the island to build up
the walls of the fort along its coast.
Once the walls were placed, weapons could be positioned behind them around the
island perimeter. These weapons were placed on the west, south, and north of the
naturally-built walls. There were also 111 armed cannons on the island, making it
ready for anything.
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Armed To The Teeth
As if cannons, which were called columbiads, weren't enough, Fort Alcatraz was also
outfitted with caponiers, stone towers that projected from the shore. Anyone looking
to take control of Fort Alcatraz would have been met with a degree of difficulty
unmatched at the time.
One year after construction began, the citadel was finished. There were barracks
located next to the fort's lighthouse. The lighthouse was also the first navigational
light ever placed on the Pacific Coast of the United States.
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Defending The Lighthouse
The citadel was tasked with not only defending the island but defending the lighthouse
as well. To ensure success against attack, it was built to accommodate 100 soldiers,
and expand to 200 when needed. The windows of the barracks were designed for
soldiers to fire through.
And if the fort was taken over, there were enough supplies in the citadel for those
trapped inside to survive for four months. In that time, it can be assumed, backup
would arrive, or the citadel would be breached and overtaken.
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The End Of The Process

Although it was intended to be a quick process, the fortification of Alcatraz Island
was not finished until 1859. There were many reasons that led to this, but the biggest
one was a shortage of skilled labor workers.
At the time the fort was being built, people were flocking to San Francisco in droves,
but not to build a fort. They wanted to find gold and get rich quick. This meant finding
people to actually work on the island was much easier said than actually done.
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An Opportunity Never Used
During the Civil War, 350 men were positioned at Fort Alcatraz. Their time there
ended up being unproductive. The fort was never attacked during the war. There was
one recorded plot by the Confederate army, but the assault never came.
In 1863, three men were detained and arrested in the plot to assault Fort Alcatraz.
They were sentenced to ten years in prison - sentences they did not serve. Abraham
Lincoln pardoned all three men when the war ended.
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The First Prisoners
In modern times, of course, Alcatraz Island is best known for its penitentiary, and less
for its military background. Interestingly enough, the two histories overlap. The first
prisoners at Alcatraz were incarcerated soldiers in 1859.
During the Civil War, the stronghold was also used to imprison Confederate soldiers.
Even though Fort Alcatraz wasn't built to be a prison, the future of the island was
clearly never in doubt. It was only a matter of time before that future became the
present.
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The "Perfect” Prison
Alcatraz Penitentiary first began holding civilian prisoners in 1934. Thanks to the
topography of the island and its distance from the shore, it was the perfect place for a
prison. Anyone who tried to escape would find that freedom outside the walls was
impossible to come by.

The waters surrounding Alcatraz are near freezing and the strong currents are
backbreaking to swim against. Overall, there have been 14 escape attempts from the
prison. No one involved successfully made it to the mainland.
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A Soaring Population
Before holding civilian prisoners, Alcatraz held prisoners of war. In 1867, a jailhouse
was built on the fort. Thirty years later, during the Spanish-American War of 1898,
the prison had a population of 450.
Over the next 15 years, the prison expanded with the addition of large concrete prison
cells. That block of cells is the largest structure still intact on the island. Finally, in
1933, the military portion of the fort was decommissioned and the entire operation
was handed over to the Prisons Bureau.
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James A. Johnston Was A Tough Warden
Alcatraz Penitentiary welcomed its first group of prisoners on August 11, 1934. This
group was "special" and had been hand-picked by authorities to make the journey to
the island. They had disrupted life at their previous penitentiaries and needed a
change of location.
Watching over these men was Alcatraz's first warden, James A. Johnston. He was
known as a strict disciplinarian and was the perfect man for the job. Life wouldn't be
easy for him, but he had a crew of 155 guards to help keep the peace.
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Some Famous Faces
Once Alcatraz Penitentiary was fully up and running, it became the home of some of
the country's most notorious criminals. Al Capone and George Kelly are two of the
most recognizable names, as well as one man labeled "Public Enemy Number One"
by the FBI.
That man was Alvin "Creepy" Karpis, and he is one of four criminals to ever be given
the title. He is also the only one of those four to be taken alive by authorities.
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Any Survivors?
As we said, there were a total of 14 escape attempts from 36 prisoners on the island.
Of those, none officially made it to shore. Six were taken to the grave, 23 were
captured alive, and two drowned. As for the other five, they are listed as "missing and
presumed drowned.”
That means that while there is no proof that anyone successfully escaped Alcatraz, it
is possible. Considering the conditions surrounding the island, though, it is unlikely
they ever made it to the shore.
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An Escape Attempt Immortalized
Of all the escape attempts, the 13th is the most interesting one. It involved three men:
John Anglin, Clarence Anglin, and Frank Morris. They planned an elaborate escape
and successfully made it into the ocean.
The attempt was immortalized on the silver screen in 1979's Escape from Alcatraz,
starring Clint Eastwood. The story doesn't end there, though. In 2013, a letter
"written by John Anglin" was delivered to the police. Is it possible these three men
survived the freezing currents of the San Francisco Bay?
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What Does It All Mean?
Once Alcatraz Penitentiary shut down, it became a major tourist attraction. Tourism,
of course, is not what interested the Binghamton University team led by Timothy de
Smet to the island. They wanted to know what was beneath the surface.
To look beneath the surface, the archaeological team used lasers to pierce the layers
of concrete. With this incredible technology, they could see underground without
causing any actual damage to the highly profitable and heavily-visited location.
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Bomb-Proof
Thanks to their laser technology, the team was able to see structures from the island's
military days that were still intact. Going beneath the structures revealed even more;
it showed what the team described as "a bombproof earthwork traverse.”
This tunnel was still in nearly perfect condition in 2019 and included ventilation
shafts to keep anyone traveling through comfortable. These structures were part of
the military stronghold and had been lost in time until de Smet and his team
"uncovered” them.
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Importance Of The Discovery
Timothy de Smet had no idea what to expect when his team began using lasers to
search under the island. He had hoped to find lost structures, but nothing in a
condition so well preserved.
"We sought non-invasive, non-destructive means to ascertain if any historic
archaeological remains lay beneath several parts of the island, like the recreation
yard of the infamous penitentiary. We did not know what to expect," he admitted.
That's not the only reason de Smet's discovery was so important.
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The Future Of Archaeology

Making such a momentous discovery could pave the way for an entirely new kind of
archaeological surveying -- non-invasive. This, maybe more than anything, was the
greatest discovery that de Smut and his team made.
The future of archaeology is now looking as bright as ever according to de Smet.
"With modern remote-sensing methods like these, we can answer fundamental
archaeological research questions about human behavior, social organization and
cultural change through time without costly and destructive excavation.”
Rare ancient mosque discovered in Negev desert by Israeli archeologists
CBS News
Israeli archaeologists on Wednesday unveiled a rare ancient mosque in the country's
south that the antiquities officials said sheds light on the region's transition from
Christianity to Islam.

CBS News Muslim Palestinian workers of Israel's Antiquities Authority pray amid the
remains of a recently discovered ancient mosque dating back to the early Islamic
period, in the Bedouin town of Rahat in Israel's southern Negev desert on June 22,
2022. / Credit: MENAHEM KAHANA/AFP via Getty Images.
The remains of the mosque, believed to be more than 1,200 years old, were
discovered during construction of a neighborhood in the Bedouin city of Rahat, the
Israel Antiquities Authority said in a statement.
The mosque, in the Negev desert, contains "a square room and a wall facing the
direction of Mecca" with a half-circle niche in that wall pointing south, the IAA said.

CBS News An aerial view shows Palestinian workers of Israel's Antiquities Authority
during work at a recently discovered ancient mosque from the early Islamic period, in
the Bedouin town of Rahat in Israel's southern Negev desert on June 22, 2022. /
Credit: MENAHEM KAHANA/AFP via Getty Images.
"These unique architectural features show that the building was used as a mosque,"
the authority said, noting it probably hosted a few dozen worshipers at a time.
A short distance from the mosque, a "luxurious estate building" was also discovered,
with remains of tableware and glass artifacts pointing to the wealth of its residents,
the IAA said.
Three years ago, the authority unearthed another mosque nearby from the same era
of the seventh to eighth century AD, calling the two Islamic places of worship "among
the earliest known worldwide.”

CBS News Palestinian workers of Israel's Antiquities Authority are pictured around
the remains of a recently discovered ancient mosque that dates back to the early
Islamic period, in the Bedouin town of Rahat in Israel's southern Negev desert on
June 22, 2022. / Credit: MENAHEM KAHANA/AFP via Getty Images.
The mosques, estate and other homes found nearby illuminate "the historical process
that took place in the northern Negev with the introduction of a new religion -- the
religion of Islam, and a new ruler-ship and culture in the region,” the IAA said.
"These were gradually established, inheriting the earlier Byzantine government and
Christian religion that held sway over the land for hundreds of years.”
The Muslim conquest of the region occurred in the first half of the seventh century.
The IAA said the mosques found in Rahat would be preserved in their current
locations, whether as historic monuments or as active places of prayer.

NASA identifies the strange object its rover found on Mars
Mark Kaufman - Mashable
When a spacecraft dramatically parachutes down to a distant world, debris will
inevitably litter the landing site.
NASA has documented the diverse debris scattered by the 2021 landing of its
high-tech Perseverance rover, including a strange-looking ball of tangled,
"spaghetti”-like material, which the space agency believes they've identified.
"It should be noted that discarded debris are common in space missions,” NASA
scientist Justin Maki wrote in a Mars blog.

NASA suspects the tangled detritus — which stirred intrigue on the internet — is a
piece of netting (called "Dacron netting”) that is used in thermal blankets to protect
the spacecraft from extreme temperatures and conditions, like when plunging through
the Martian atmosphere at some 12,000 mph. Elsewhere, the rover found other
scattered remnants of thermal material.
This particular ball of netting looks strange and tangled because it was likely
"subjected to strong forces,” NASA's Maki concluded, perhaps when a key part of the
rover's landing gear crashed nearby, leaving a plume of smoke rising from the
Martian desert.

Mashable The Perseverance rover spotted this tangled debris in July 2022.

Mashable The crashed back-shell from the Perseverance rover, which protected the
robot as it traveled through space and the Martian atmosphere.

The car-sized rover will likely continue to find wind-strewn detritus as it scours the
Martian surface for potential hints of past, primitive life on Mars.
Importantly, NASA is watching to ensure any samples the rover collects aren't
potentially contaminated by any Earth debris.
"Perseverance team members are reviewing images of the debris, checking to see if
the material may pose as a potential contamination source for the sample tubes from
this area,” Maki said.
"Although there are no immediate concerns identified by the teams at this time, the
teams are documenting the EDL [Entry, Descent, and Landing gear] debris materials
as they are identified.”
Perseverance is rumbling through the Jezero Crater, a region planetary scientists say
once teemed with water, back when large swathes of Mars were blue, not red.

The True Story Of The Petrified Man Of Peru
Nancy Aziz - Grunge
A team of archaeologists from the National University of San Marcos began
searching a site near Lima, Peru in October of 2021. The 40-person team uncovered
vestiges of ancient civilizations including vegetables, stone tools, and ceramics
(via Reuters) -- all significant in their own right -- but they were not prepared for one
particularly shocking discovery.
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“The whole team was really happy because we didn't think this was going to happen,”
Yomira Huamán Santillá, one of the team's lead archaeologists, told CNN in
November 2021, shortly after the discovery was made.
“We didn't expect to make such an important discovery.”

To everyone's amazement, the team unearthed a well-preserved mummy -- a finding
every bit as significant as it was stunning. It's estimated to be between 800 and 1200
years old.
Perhaps even more of a surprise, the mummy had been bound in the fetal position
with ropes with its hands covering its face.
Who Was The Person In The Tomb?

Reuters/YouTube mummy in tomb
The way the body was found might seem shocking to us today, but Pieter Van Dalen
Luna, one of the team's archaeologists, says that was the normal funeral tradition at
the time, via Reuters.
The person is thought to have been young, some 25 to 30 years old, possibly a man,
and thought to be someone of importance because of where the tomb was located.
"The fact of finding a mummy with these characteristics in the middle of the plaza
makes it clear that this is someone of high status," Van Dalen Luna told CNN.
He said the person might have been a trader. The tomb was found under the
archaeological site of Cajmarquilla, which in ancient times was known as an active
hub for trade.
Whoever the person was, it appears he or she was sorely missed. It's thought people
continued to bring offerings to the deceased for some time after the death based on
the scattered mollusk shells and llama bones found outside the tomb, via CNN.
Also inside the tomb, researchers found the skeleton of an Andean guinea pig and
what they believe was a dog, via Al Jazeera.
What Might The Discovery Reveal?

Gorodenkoff/Shuterstock archeologist at a dig site
The mummy went on display at the National University of San Marcos in Lima in
December 2021 and will be housed there while the team studies it further, via The
Economic Times.
Researchers say they plan to use carbon dating to better understand the age of the
mummy. They hope their findings will shed new light on human activities in the times
before the Incas ruled the area, via CNN.
Peru has been a treasure trove for archaeologist with hundreds of archaeological
sites yielding discoveries from before, during, and after the Inca Empire ruled the
area some 500 years ago.
In October of 2021, archaeologists discovered a mass grave of 25 people in the
ancient Peruvian city of Chan Chan thought to date back to the 15th century, via
the BBC.
They believe it may have been a burial ground for elite members of society.
While the mummy's discovery will surely add to the understanding of ancient
civilizations, it is hardly the oldest one ever found. That title goes to an
8,000-year-old mummy discovered in Portugal, via LiveScience.

37,000-year-old mammoth butchering site may be oldest evidence of humans in
North America
Harry Baker - Live Science
A37,000-year-old mammoth butchering site, uncovered in New Mexico, might be the
earliest evidence of humans in North America, controversial research finds.
Some of the bones at the site show signs of being handled by humans or even being
used as tools, which is “some of the most conclusive evidence” yet that humans

settled in North America much earlier than experts previously thought, according to
the new study.

Live Science The excavation site in new Mexico, known as the Hartley mammoth
locality, with a partial mammoth's skull lying on top of a pile of bones.
If the team is correct about human activity at the site, it would almost double the
amount of time humans have occupied North America.
However, determining the exact date that people first appeared in North America has
been a controversial subject over the past few decades, and similar studies have been
dismissed as inconclusive. Some experts are similarly skeptical of the conclusions the
team has drawn from the mammoths' remains.
The new site was discovered on the Colorado Plateau in northern New Mexico, after
hiker Gary Hartley spotted a chunk of tusk protruding from the surface. Researchers
named the site the “Hartley mammoth locality” in his honor.
An excavation of the Hartley site revealed the incomplete remains of two mammoths,
believed to be an adult female and a juvenile. Most of the bones were grouped in a
large pile, with the adult female's skull lying on top.
By carbon-dating collagen in the bones, researchers estimated the remains could date
to between 36,250 and 38,900 years ago.
Some of the bones appeared to have been crafted into makeshift knives, possibly used
to butcher the mammoths, the researchers said. Other bones showed signs of being
broken by blunt-force trauma, possibly from using rocks, which were also found in the
pile of bones.
There were also puncture marks in some of the mammoths' ribs, possibly resulting
from humans' attempts to glean at the valuable nutrients inside.

Tiny particles found in the sediment surrounding the bones also included crystallized
ash from what researchers suspect was a fire, possibly used to cook the mammoth
meat as well as other small animals.
"What we've got is amazing," lead study author Timothy Rowe, a paleontologist at
The University of Texas at Austin, said in a statement.
When did the first Americans arrive?
Until the early 2000s, archaeological evidence had suggested that the Clovis people
— a group of early humans who can be identified through distinctively shaped
weapons — were the first humans in North America, arriving around 13,000 years
ago.
But more recent finds have revealed that there was likely a genetically separate group
of humans, known as pre-Clovis people, living in North America before the Clovis
people arrived.
It is now firmly established that the pre-Clovis people were the first humans to live in
North America, and they can be reliably traced back to around 16,000 years ago,
Justin Tackney, an anthropologist at the University of Kansas who specializes in the
human settlement of the Americas and was not involved in the study, told Live Science
in an email.
This time frame suggests that the pre-Clovis people arrived in North America after
the end of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) — the most recent period when ice sheet
coverage across Earth was at its greatest extent, between 26,500 and 20,000 years
ago.
The melting ice sheets likely provided the pre-Clovis people with an opportunity to
cross the Bering Land Bridge, a piece of land that once connected North America and
Asia.
However, a number of recent contentious studies have claimed that the pre-Clovis
people may have dated even further back, potentially to before the LGM. But this idea
has been “a much bigger pill to swallow” for most experts because the evidence from
these studies is inconclusive, Tackney said.
A 2017 study investigating a similar pile of mammoth bones at a site near San Diego
revealed that the bones may have been handled by humans and could date back to
around 130,000 years ago, suggesting humans may have been around more than 10
times longer than previously believed.
However, critics argued that the bones' unusual orientation and “wear and tear”
could also be explained by natural processes and were not definitively
human-caused.
In 2020, another group of researchers claimed to have found unusually shaped rocks
in a Mexican cave that may have been used as stone tools and date to around 30,000
years ago. But another study, published in 2021, cast serious doubt over whether the
shape of the rocks indicated they were human-made.

These types of studies can be problematic because the evidence does not definitively
point to humans. Instead, humans are just one possible explanation.
This means researchers are often creating a narrative to fit the evidence, rather than
the evidence clearly pointing to what really happened.
“People in our field usually err on the side of caution, and the simplest explanations
are preferred,” Tackney said.
“In that sense, I am always extremely skeptical of reports from sites like these.”
Until now, the most conclusive evidence of a pre-LGM settlement for pre-Clovis
people comes from a 2021 study, which revealed a set of 60 bare human footprints
uncovered at White Sands National Park in New Mexico.
The fossilized tracks date to between 21,000 and 23,000 years ago based on organic
material trapped inside the footprints, which suggests pre-Clovis people may have
moved into North America before or during the LGM. But this discovery has not been
enough to settle the debate.
New evidence
In the new study, researchers analyzed the bones found at the Hartley site using a
number of techniques, including high-resolution CT scans and scanning electron
microscopy.
These analyses revealed that a handful of the bones displayed signs of being fractured
by blunt-force trauma, including, most notably, the adult's skull. Most of the ribs
showed signs of being snapped off the vertebrae and some had puncture marks that
the researchers think could have been made by humans to extract fatty marrow from
inside the bone, according to the study. At least one rib bone also shows signs of
cut-like marks that could have been left by humans.
“There really are only a couple efficient ways to skin a cat, so to speak,” Rowe said.
“The butchering patterns are quite characteristic.”
The team also identified around a dozen bone flakes, smaller bone fragments with
sharp edges, that the researchers think could have been used as knives to cut through
the mammoths' meat.
There were also many more micro-flakes, measuring less than 1.2 inches (3
centimeters) long, that could have been created as a byproduct when the bones were
turned into makeshift knives.
Not all of these flakes and micro-flakes can be attributed to individual bones, but
there is evidence they were carved either perpendicular or parallel to some of the
bones, suggesting they were not randomly created by natural processes, according to
the study.
A large boulder and several fist-size rocks were also found among the mammoth
bones, which the researchers think could have been used to help fracture and break
the bones.

The team also found potential evidence of a controlled fire at the site. In the sediment,
there were tiny particles of crystallized ash, similar to those found within ancient
fireplaces from past studies.
Chemical analysis of the particles suggests that they were formed in a controlled fire
and not from a much more powerful wildfire or ancient lightning strike.
There were also bone fragments from smaller animals and possibly even fish scales,
suggesting that humans may have cooked more than just mammoths at the site.
However, some experts remain skeptical.
“The researchers certainly have a solid date for the death of the mammoths, but they
lack definitive evidence of human activity,” Lauriane Bourgeon, an archaeologist at
the University of Kansas who specializes in ancient animal bones, including
mammoths, and was not involved in the study, told Live Science in an email.
“The role of natural factors also cannot be definitively ruled out.”
It can be very hard to attribute human activity to ancient bones because natural
processes — like weathering, trampling and sediment layering — can cause similar
types of damage to the bones, Bourgeon said.
Without clear and unambiguous tool use or human remains, it is almost impossible to
conclusively prove the damage was caused by human activity, Bourgeon said. The
stones found inside the mammoth pile and the bone flakes are not sufficient to confirm
tool use, she added.
“I think this is going to remain another controversial site,” Bourgeon said.
The researchers acknowledged that some experts might be skeptical of their findings,
especially when analyzed individually, but they believe that combining all of the
evidence found at the Hartley site paints a clear picture of human activity.
“It's not a charismatic site with a beautiful skeleton laid out on its side,” Rowe said.
“It's all busted up, but that's what the story is.”
*** The study was published online July 7 in the journal Frontiers in Ecology and
Evolution.
500-year-old 'goatelope' mummy found in melting European glacier
Denise Hruby - National Geographic
Her feet steady on the glacier, Andrea Fischer pulls the blade of her chainsaw in a
circle through the ice, shards flying toward her face. Inside the circle: a mummified
chamois, an endearing goat-antelope mix perfectly adapted to the Alps. This one was
just a kid—a young female no more than two feet tall.

National Geographic The mummified chamois, a young female, lies exposed on the
Gepatschferner, Austria's second largest glacier, near the Italian border and the
summit of the Weißseespitze. The chamois is estimated to be about 500 years old.

National Geographic Glaciologist and team leader Andrea Fischer places the
chamois on a plastic tarp for transportation.
“We believe that she is about 500 years old,” says Fischer, an Alpine
glaciologist from the Institute for Interdisciplinary Mountain Research in Innsbruck.

The skin has slid off the animal’s head, pulling one horn with it and laying bare her
deep eye sockets, but it’s still stretched taut and leathery over vertebrae and her
ribcage. Tufts of walnut-colored fur, rippling in the wind, cover her hooved
legs—powerful, agile limbs that in life would have launched her from rock to rock.
In her last moments, she drew them close. She was probably around two years old.
“It’s incredible, and it’s incredible that she’s sitting exactly where we do our
research, and that we passed right when it was coming out of the ice,” says Fischer,
who has been studying Austria’s dwindling glaciers for more than two decades.
A colleague named Martin Stocker-Waldhuber was checking on a weather station
when he saw the chamois’ horns peeking out of melting ice, more than 11,000 feet up
on Gepatschferner, a large glacier on the Italian border.

NGM Staff500-year-old “goatelope” mummy found in melting European glacier
Glaciers all over the Alps are melting at an unprecedented rate this summer.
Last winter’s scant snows melted early, leaving the ice unprotected against the heat
waves that have lately swept across the continent. By the end of the season, Fischer
says, as much as seven meters of ice, or 23 feet, will have melted off the surface of
glaciers in the eastern Alps—far more than in any previous year.

Sad as this dramatic loss is, there’s also a thrilling sense of anticipation: What other
well-preserved relics of the past might emerge from the ice?

National Geographic The researchers prepare to load the chamois onto the helicopter
for the flight down the mountain and then the drive back to Innsbruck.
In recent years, long-lost hikers have been found in the Alps, as well as frozen
soldiers from the high-altitude battle that Italy and Austria waged against each other
during World War I. About 150,000 men died, and many were buried by avalanches
or froze to death in snowstorms. Some have been found partially mummified in the
ice.

National Geographic Martin Stocker-Waldhuber collects data and adjusts the
automatic weather station.
It was on a visit to the station in 2021 that he chanced to see the chamois horns
peeking out of the ice.
“With the melting of the glaciers, there should be more of these finds, maybe also
other humans showing up in the ice,” says Albert Zink, head of the institute for
mummy studies at Eurac Research, in Bolzano, Italy.
“Actually, it’s quite likely.”
What everyone’s hoping for, he says, is another prehistoric human like the one he has
been studying for more than a decade: Ötzi the Iceman, discovered by pure chance in
1991.
Ötzi is five thousand years old, ten times older than Fischer’s chamois—but
thousands of years’ worth of ice are melting in the Alps this summer.
The chamois may just be the beginning.
A chopper to the chamois

National Geographic Taxidermist Peter Morass from the Ferdinandeum, the Tyrolean
state museum in Innsbruck, measures a horn of the chamois.
Early on August 4, photographer Ciril Jazbec and I joined Fischer and her team for
the helicopter flight to the top of Gepatschferner, where the clouds sit at eye level.
Stocker-Waldhuber actually first saw the horns sticking out of the ice last summer, but
too little of the animal was emerging for it to be extracted safely before winter snow
buried it again. After much more melt this summer, the researchers seized a narrow
window of opportunity to retrieve the chamois.
“We’ve got two days, perhaps three,” Fischer had said when she first told me about
the find.
At 11,500 feet, the weather can change in an instant, rendering helicopter flights too
dangerous. And once fully exposed to the air by the melting ice, the mummy will
quickly decompose—if bearded vultures circling in the sky above the glacier don’t
devour it first.

National Geographic Taxidermist Peter Morass in his lab at the Tyrol museum's
research center.
That leaves Fischer no time to work as painstakingly as an archaeologist. After she
frees the frozen chamois with her chainsaw and ice axe, she lifts it off the ice and onto
a plastic sheet. She notes the foul stench—then quickly wraps the mummy and seals it
off with tape.

National Geographic The chamois is being kept in a freezer at the Ferdinandeum
research center. It will eventually be exhibited at the museum.

A native of the Alps, Fischer first crossed glaciers as a teenager. Much of that ice is
long gone, she says.
The 4,000 glaciers in the Alps have been retreating, by and large, since around 1850,
but human-made climate change has rapidly accelerated their demise. By 2100, most
will have lost the vast bulk of their ice, leaving just tiny patches that may or may not
be called glaciers, according to a special report by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change in 2019.

National Geographic Andrea Fischer collects bits of fur from the site where she
extracted the chamois. She also found some old pieces of wood and leather.
Glaciologist like Fischer know all this. And still, she says, “I think none of us could
have ever imagined how dramatic this summer could be.”
On Gepatschferner, the dripping and cracking noises grow louder as the sun rises
higher—as if the glacier is sounding its own requiem. By noon, long before we board

the helicopter for the flight down the mountain, we are stumbling through ankle-deep
puddles.
About eight meters of ice remain under the chamois, Fischer says, dating back 6,000
years. She estimates this spot will lose about 4,000 years of ice this year.
Finds like this are rare
Earlier in the summer, I had joined Fischer on a trip to another one of her research
sites, the Jamtal glacier along the Austrian-Swiss border. As we hiked up the narrow
valley, she pointed out a crumbling, overgrown stone encirclement, built by
prehistoric humans to protect cows, sheep, and goats from bears and wolves. Such
traces of long-gone settlements are scattered across the Alps.
Around 6,000 years ago, much of the eastern Alps were ice-free. Because the valleys
were densely forested swamps, the mountain slopes were where people lived. But by
5,000 years ago, when Ötzi was pierced by an arrow and bled to death on Similaun
glacier, just a few miles southeast of Gepatschferner, the ice had begun to grow
again.
Upon his discovery 31 years ago, Ötzi was first believed to be a 20th-century hiker or
skier who had died in an accident. A local police officer hacked into his hip as he
tried to get him out of the ice.
For easier transport down the mountains, his bow was broken in half. Then the
village undertaker broke his arm to make him fit in a coffin.
Just how much the recovery of this archaeological treasure was botched seems
ludicrous now, but scientists were dumbstruck when they realized Ötzi was an ancient,
completely intact mummy. Nothing like it had ever been found in a glacier. That’s for
good reason, says Norwegian glacial archaeologist Lars Holger Pilø.
Though countless humans and animals have no doubt died on glaciers, Pilø explains,
we shouldn’t expect to find many of them, because the ice in a glacier is in constant
motion, slowly flowing down into the valley and being replenished by fresh snow at
the top.
Over centuries, the ice would carry dead animals and humans with it.
“Their bodies would have been damaged and crushed by the moving ice,” Pilø says.
Since Ötzi, though, scientists have realized that there are exceptions to this rule:
motionless patches adjacent to or even amid the moving sea of ice. They’re places
where the bedrock is flat and the ice cold enough to freeze to it, and not so thick that
it begins to flow under its own weight.
Pilø has identified more than 60 motionless ice patches in his Norwegian county of
Innlandet alone. Discovering a human mummy in one of them, he says, is his “holy
grail.”
Another Ötzi this year?
Fischer’s chamois is now safely stored in a minus 20ºC freezer outside Innsbruck, in
the research center of Ferdinandeum, the Tyrolean state museum. The animal is

waiting to go through a CT scan, and to have the insides of its gut examined. By
studying it along with a 400-year-old chamois mummy that Zink’s team retrieved in
2020, scientists hope to learn more about the little-known history of this species, and
perhaps why the two animals ventured out onto glaciers and perished there.
“So far, the best thing I worked on was a panda from the zoo,” Peter Morass, head
taxidermist at Ferdinandeum, told me.
“But this chamois trumps everything.”
In the future, the chamois will be put on a special display at the Innsbruck museum.
For Zink, the two chamois are a chance to learn more about the same processes of
mummification that produced Ötzi—and about how best to retrieve and preserve ice
mummies across the globe. His institute has already developed conservation boxes
that can keep organic specimens sealed and stable at minimal costs.
“So that, when more come out, we are prepared,” Zink says.
Finding mummies was never part of Fischer’s plan. As a Glaciologist, she was
interested in the motionless spots in glaciers for a different reason: They’re places
where she can drill into old ice and extract a record of how climate has warmed and
cooled in the Alps over the millennia.
But now that climate is warming rapidly, she realizes that her work as a Glaciologist
has perfectly positioned her to find the next Ötzi.
Later this summer, when the glaciers reach their peak melt, she plans to fly over the
still spots she knows; she has found about 10 in the Austrian Alps.
She’ll be scanning the ice for signs that another iceman—or woman—is emerging into
the light.
“If it happens,” she says, “then it’s this summer.”
A dried-up arm of the Nile provides another clue to how Egyptians built the
pyramids
Jocelyn Solis-Moreira - Popular Mechanics

The pyramids of Giza.© Jeremy Bezanger/Unsplash
To understand what environmental issues lie ahead for our warming planet,
geographers often look back to the past for answers. A new study published on August
29 in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences details how the landscape of
ancient Egypt allowed them to create the pyramids of Giza—one of the most iconic
human-made phenomenons in the world.
On a now-dried-up arm of the Nile River called the Khufu branch, the study authors
found that people needed the waterway to transport tools and other materials such as
stones and limestones to the Giza Plateau for pyramid construction. The Nile was a
vital resource not only for transportation, but for food, land for farming, and water
for ancient Egypt, explains Sheisha Hader, a physical geographer at the
Aix-Marseille University in France and lead author of the study.
“Good [Nile] levels promised stability [to] the ancient Egyptian society,” Hader says.
“By contrast, the drought as a result of low Nile levels would be catastrophic and a
reason for social unrest and sometimes, civil wars.”
In May 2019, Hader and the team studied pollen grains taken after drilling the land
next to where the Khufu branch of the Nile once stood. Two of the study sites were in
the supposed Khufu basin. About 109 samples dating between the Predynastic and
Early Dynastic-Old Kingdom periods were collected for analysis and divided into
different groups based on seven vegetation patterns. The vegetation patterns
combined with other data sets involving nearby volcanic activity that could drive
weather changes, solar radiation, and African water levels at the time, helped the
geographers trace back changing water levels and painted a picture of how the
climate looked over the last 8,000 years in Egypt. This timeline encapsulated the
dates when the three pyramids of Giza—Khufu, Khafre, and Menkaure—were
estimated to be completed, between 2686 and 2160 BCE.

An artist's reconstruction of the now defunct Khufu branch of the Nile River, which
once enabled transportation of construction materials to the Giza Pyramid
complex.© Alex Boersma/PNAS
An artist's reconstruction of the now defunct Khufu branch of the Nile River, which
once enabled transportation of construction materials to the Giza Pyramid complex.
Related video: Experts May Have Just Figured Out How the Ancient Egyptians Built
the Pyramids
Hader says she wasn't as much surprised but rather in awe of the “clever old
kingdom's engineers who could thoroughly harness their environment and the Nile
dynamics for turning the impossible into reality.”
With the river, she says the ancient Egyptians were capable of designing a harbor on
the edge of the desert where the small Khufu channel would drive in water without the
risk of flood. “They dredged the floodplain on the western part of the channel and let
the water flow, and the ships navigate to provide the logistic supply for builders.”
Joseph Manning, a professor of classics and history at Yale University says that,
before this study, how water got to the Giza pyramids was not well understood. “We'd
known there was water that came pretty close to the Giza Plateau, which is how
they’re getting stone from the Tura quarries [the Egyptians’ main source of limestone]
across the river over to Giza,” he explains.
“I thought they were building canals that connected, but it looks like it's a natural
river channel.”
Manning says that finding natural river features frames how humans interacted and
took advantage of their environment, creating not-so-simple projects like the
pyramids.
However, one concern he points out in the study is how the researchers analyzed the
data on volcanic eruptions during that time period. Their findings suggest volcanic
eruptions played a major role in fluctuations in the Khufu branch, which in this case,
led to a decrease in Nile summer flooding.
“Just because you have a volcanic sequence doesn't necessarily tell you anything
about Nile conditions,” he explains. For instance, some large eruptions in high
latitude regions, such as Iceland or Alaska, have been known to impact the East
African monsoon—which can change the water levels on the Nile. But not every

eruption has an effect, Manning says, explaining that that other factors such as the
time of year, location, and the scale of the eruption will affect monsoon responses in
the Middle East, instead.
[Related: There’s apparently a giant void in the Great Pyramid. Here’s why we don’t
know what’s in there.]
Christophe Morhange, an expert in geomorphology at Aix-Marseille University and
senior study author, says the study goes beyond knowing the origin of these massive
monuments.
“It’s also the human imprints on the environment [and] the importance of landscape
archaeology.”
The rise and fall of the ancient Egyptian empire was hinged to changes in the Nile,
explains Hader. Looking back on a society that rose to power by tapping into the
local ecosystem can teach/inform climate scientists today.
It’s important to know how “the path of their history and how the environment could
direct a flourishing empire like the old kingdom,” Hader says. “[But] the
climate-environmental change being the same reason for which the empire collapsed
is a crucial point to understand if we want to face our present and future
environmental challenges.”

